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Abstract All types of applications of stable water isotopes, for example, for the reconstruction of

paleotemperatures or for climate model validation, rely on a proper understanding of the mechanisms

determining the isotopic composition of water vapor and precipitation. In this study, we use

the isotope-enabled limited-area model COSMOiso to characterize the impacts of continental

evapotranspiration, rainout, and subcloud processes on �D of European water vapor and precipitation.

To this end, we first confirm a reliable implementation of the most important isotope fractionation

processes in COSMOiso by comparing 5 years of modeled �D values with multiplatform �D observations

from Europe (remote sensing observations of the �D of water vapor around 2.6 km above ground level,

in situ �D measurements in near-surface water vapor, and �D precipitation data from the Global Network

of Isotopes in Precipitation). Based on six 15 year sensitivity simulations, we then quantify the

climatological impacts of the different fractionation processes on the �D values. We find �D of European

water vapor and precipitation to be most strongly controlled by rainout. Superimposed to this are the effect

of subcloud processes, which especially affects �D in precipitation under warm conditions, and the effect of

continental evapotranspiration, which exerts an important control over the �D of near-surface water vapor.

In future studies, the validated COSMOiso model can be employed in a similar way for a comprehensive

interpretation of European isotope records from climatologically different time periods.

1. Introduction

Stable isotopes of atmospheric water are fractionated during phase changes, making the isotopic

composition of water sensitive to a wide range of effects such as surface evaporation (Craig & Gordon, 1965;

Pfahl &Wernli, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010), rainout (Blossey et al., 2010; Jouzel, 1986; Jouzel &Merlivat, 1984), and

postcondensational isotopeexchangebelow thecloudbase (Friedmanet al., 1962;Gedzelman&Arnold, 1994;

Stewart, 1975). For this reason, the isotopic composition of precipitation or water vapor is a useful and widely

employed proxy for constraining processes in the paleoclimatic or modern hydrological cycle (Dansgaard,

1964; Dansgaard et al., 1969; Gat, 1996).

Since 1961, isotope concentration ratios in precipitation such as RD = [HD16O]/[H16
2
O] have been analyzed at

more than 800 meteorological stations around the world within the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipita-

tion (GNIP) of the International Atomic Energy Agency and theWorld Meteorology Organization (IAEA/WMO,

2016). Because of the small abundances of HD16O, RD is commonly referred to as �D = RD/RD,VSMOW2-1, with

RD,VSMOW2 = 0.00031152 (IAEA, 2009) (see Coplen, 2011, for details). A major finding from the GNIP data is a

general relation between the degree of rainout of air masses and �D, resulting from fractionation processes

that favor the presence of heavy isotopes in the condensed phase. This relation, in turn, results in typical

spatial patterns of �D in precipitation such as a decrease of �D values over continents with distance
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to the coast (“continental effect”), a decrease toward high latitudes (“latitude effect”), and lower �D values at

elevated locations (“altitude effect”) (Araguas et al., 1996; Dansgaard, 1964; Yoshimura, 2015).

A number of applications are based on this relation between the degree of rainout of air masses and isotope

ratios: For example, hydrological studies use the seasonality and altitude dependence of isotope ratios in

precipitation for the investigation of ground water formation (de Vries & Simmers, 2002). In paleoresearch,

isotope ratios in archives such as ice cores (e.g., Dansgaard et al., 1969; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2005) or

speleothems (e.g., Boch et al., 2011; Wang, 2001) are used for reconstructing temperature or precipitation

amounts of the past. The interpretation of isotope signals is, however, often challenging because not only

rainout but also moisture uptake from surface evaporation (e.g., Jacob & Sonntag, 1991) and fractionating

isotope exchange between falling precipitation and water vapor (e.g., Friedman et al., 1962; Gedzelman &

Arnold, 1994; Stewart, 1975) modify the isotope ratios. For this reason, the different isotope applications

require a detailed knowledge about the impact of processes which are archived by water isotopes in a

certain region.

Sensitivity experimentswith isotope-enabled atmospheric general circulationmodels (GCMs) provide a good

framework for separating the impacts of different fractionation processes and for quantitatively understand-

ing isotope signals: For instance, Field et al. (2010) analyzed the effect of postcondensation isotope exchange

between raindrops and water vapor at different latitudes with the “GCM ModelE” of the Goddard Institute

for Space Studies. Aemisegger et al. (2015) investigated the impact of below-cloud effects and evapotran-

spiration during a cold front passage in Switzerland with the regional model COSMOiso. Dütsch et al. (2016)

used the samemodel to study effects of in- and below-cloud fractionation as well asmoisture advection in an

idealized midlatitude cyclone. Risi et al. (2016) evaluated the role of isotope fractionation during continental

surface evaporationwith the coupled LMDZiso-ORCHIDEEiso GCM. In addition to thesemodels, a still increas-

ing number of further GCMs exist that are equipped with stable isotope physics and which consequently are

suited for similar sensitivity experiments.

Most of the isotope-enabled models were validated against GNIP observations (e.g., Hoffmann et al., 1998;

Joussaume et al., 1984; Jouzel et al., 2000), justifying some confidence in a reliable representation of isotope

fractionation in the models. However, because GNIP data reflect the integrated fractionation history of

precipitating airmasses, an exclusive validation against GNIP data does not allow to finally rule out potentially

compensating model errors related to different fractionation processes. For this reason, quantifying the

impact and role of different fractionation processes with such models remains a challenge.

In this context, observations of the isotopic composition of water vapor allow for a complementary valida-

tion of the modeled �D of water vapor at different points in time, before the formation of precipitation. For

a long time, only a few studies with �Dmeasurements in water vapor existed, which were based on different

time-consuming water vapor trapping techniques, limiting observations to a few case studies (e.g., Jacob &

Sonntag, 1991; Schoch-Fischer et al., 1983; Taylor, 1984). In recent years, advances in laser spectroscopy tech-

niques have enabled continuousmonitoringof �Dofwater vapor, leading to a substantially increasednumber

of �D observations in near-surface water vapor, which allowed for more extensive investigations of isotope

fractionation during surface evaporation (e.g., Aemisegger et al., 2012; Noone et al., 2011; Steen-Larsen et al.,

2014). In addition, ground-based (Rokotyan et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2012) as well as satellite-based

(e.g., Frankenberg et al., 2009; Schneider & Hase, 2011; Worden et al., 2006) remote sensing observations of

�D of water vapor in the free troposphere became available.

Several studies already made use of the newly available multiplatform �D observations for validating

isotope-enabled GCMs. For instance, Frankenberg et al. (2009) compared IsoGSM simulations with satellite-

based �D total column measurements from SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for

Atmospheric CHartographY). Field et al. (2010) compared GISS ModelE simulations with observations of �D

of free tropospheric water vapor from the satellite-based TES (Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer) and

in situ �D observations from Hawaii. Werner et al. (2011) compared ECHAM5-wiso simulations with in situ

measurements of �D of near-surface water vapor and SCIAMACHY observations. Risi et al. (2012a) evalu-

ated LMDZiso simulations with different satellite-based and ground-based remote sensing observations of

�D of free tropospheric and lower stratospheric water vapor and a couple of ground-based and airborne

in situ measurements. Common to these validation studies is that long-term averages of simulations have

been compared to long-term averages of observations. The representativeness of the model-data compari-

son regarding, for instance, different synoptic conditions is therefore limited. In addition, the comparability of
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isotope observations and simulations is reduced, considering the coarse spatial resolution (>1∘ × 1∘) of the

employed GCMs.

The objective of this paper is to comparemultiplatform �Dobservations withmedium-resolution simulations

(0.5∘ ×0.5∘) of the isotope-enabled limited-areamodel COSMOiso ona3-hourly time scale. In a second step,we

use the validated COSMOiso for disentangling the most important fractionation processes controlling �D. As

a target region for our regional simulations we chose Europe for two reasons: First, a number of different frac-

tionation processes (rainout, evapotranspiration, subcloud processes) are expected to play an important role

in Europe (Aemisegger et al., 2015), making an attribution of �D to different fractionation processes particu-

larly valuable. Second, for Karlsruhe in central Europe a set of observations of �D of near-surface water vapor

and �Dof lower tropospheric water vapor from theMUSICA (MUlti-platform remote Sensing of Isotopologues

for investigating the Cycle of Atmospheric water) framework (Schneider et al., 2012) exists, whichwe combine

with extensive GNIP data available for Europe. In section 2, we describe themodel setup of COSMOiso and the

used multiplatform �D observations (GNIP observations, in situ measurements of �D of near-surface water

vapor, and ground-based remote sensing observations of �D of free tropospheric water vapor). In section 3,

we confirm the reliable implementation of the most important fractionation processes in COSMOiso by com-

paring simulations for Europe with the multiplatform �D observations. In section 4, we use sensitivity runs of

the validated COSMOiso to quantify the impacts of different fractionation processes on �D.

2. Methods
2.1. COSMOiso

2.1.1. Model Description

The isotope-enabled limited-area model COSMOiso (Pfahl et al., 2012) is an extended version of the numer-

ical weather prediction model COSMO (Steppeler et al., 2003) (version 4.18), which is capable of explicitly

simulating the stable water isotopes H16
2 O, HD16O, and H18

2 O. Since few H18
2 O observations from the free tro-

posphere exist, we focus in this paper only on �D. Because investigated time periods cover several years, we

operated COSMOiso in CLimate Mode, in which additional climatologically relevant parameters such as deep

soil temperature are prognostically calculated (Rockel et al., 2008). When performing an isotope-enabled

climate simulation over Europe, it is important to include a detailed description of isotope processes in

the soil using a multilayer soil model. In particular in summer, a strong recycling contribution from evap-

otranspiration to central European precipitation (Sodemann & Zubler, 2010) and near-surface water vapor

(Aemisegger et al., 2014) can be expected. The upper layer soil water enrichment can be important com-

pared to deeper soil layers thus impacting the near-surface water vapor isotope composition through soil

evaporation. To take such effects into account, we used the isotope-enabled version TERRAiso V.1 (Dütsch,

2017) of the multilayer soil module TERRA-ML (Schrodin & Heise, 2001). For more details regarding TERRAiso

see supporting information and references cited therein (Barnes & Allison, 1983; Craig & Gordon, 1965; Doms

et al., 1974; Dongmann et al., 1974; Dütsch, 2017; Farquhar & Cernusak, 2005; Harwood et al., 1999; Majoube,

1971a, 1971b; Mathieu & Bariac, 1996; Merlivat, 1978; Richards, 1931; Riley et al., 2002; Schrodin & Heise, 2001;

Steppeler et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2012; Washburn & Smith, 1934).

2.1.2. Simulation Setup

The COSMOiso simulations in this study are based on a horizontal resolution of 0.5∘ × 0.5∘ (in rotated coor-

dinates, corresponding to 55 km × 55 km), 50 hybrid vertical atmospheric layers, and 8 soil layers at depths

of 0.005, 0.02, 0.06, 0.18, 0.54, 1.62, 4.86, and 14.58 m. Numerical time integration with an internal time step

of 120 s was performed using a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Initial model data and data at the lateral

boundaries (including water isotopes) of COSMOiso were derived from an isotope-enabled ECHAM5.4-wiso

(Werner et al., 2011) simulation from 1 January 2000 to 31 December 2014 that had been nudged toward

reanalysis dynamical fields. This ECHAM-wiso data are available every 12 h at a spectral resolution of T106

and on 31 vertical levels. The COSMOiso model domain was centered over Europe (Figure 1). In addition, the

domain included large parts of the North Atlantic to ensure that most moisture source regions of European

precipitation and water vapor are located within the model area and consequently isotope ratios are mainly

determined by the isotope physics of COSMOiso and not by the boundary data. Because atmospheric fields

and soil variables (temperature, soil water content, and �D) were physically consistently initialized based on

the ECHAM-wiso data, no spin-up time was considered for our COSMOiso simulations.

For validating COSMOiso against �D observations, we performed a COSMOiso reference simulation (EXP1). To

optimize temporal agreement between �D variations in EXP1 and �D observations, horizontal wind fields
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Figure 1. COSMOiso model domain. Color code: modeled �DM,PRC in
precipitation in winters (December-January-February) from 2010 to 2014
(EXP1); open circles: GNIP stations; star: measurement site (Karlsruhe,
Germany) for the in situ observations of �D in near-surface water vapor and
the ground-based remote sensing observations of �D around 2.6 km above
ground level; red line: vertical transect shown in Figure 3; white pixels within
the model domain: modeled precipitation amount is smaller than
1 mm/month for more than 80% of the used months. GNIP = Global
Network of Isotopes in Precipitation.

above the 850 hPa level in EXP1 were spectrally nudged (von Storch et al.,

2000) toward the reanalysis-based dynamical fields of ECHAM-wiso. As the

spectral nudging of horizontalwind fields increased the computation time

by a factor of 4, we restricted the simulation period of EXP1 to 1 January

2010 to 31 December 2014. This time period covers in situ �D observa-

tions from Karlsruhe in central Europe, which were performed from 2012

to 2013, as well as 5 years of �D remote sensing observations at Karlsruhe,

which have been performed since 2010.

2.1.3. Sensitivity Simulations

Based on six sensitivity simulations (Table 1), we assessed (1) the total sen-

sitivity of the modeled �D to isotope fractionation processes in the atmo-

sphere and the single sensitivities to (2) conditions at the ocean surface,

(3) continental evapotranspiration, (4) subcloudprocesses, (5) rainout, and

(6) �D provided at the lateral model boundaries. The simulation setup of

the sensitivity runs with respect to model resolution and boundary data

was the same as in EXP1. To derive more climatological information than

from EXP1, we used a more extended 15 year simulation period from 1

January 2000 to 31 December 2014 for the sensitivity runs. Because of the high computational costs of the

spectral nudging of horizontal wind fields, we did not apply the spectral nudging of wind fields in the cli-

matological 15 year sensitivity runs. Figure 2a/2b shows mean differences between the nudged (EXP1) and

a free-running (EXP2) simulation. For central European �D in winter precipitation there is a significant differ-

ence of about 5‰ between both simulations. This deviation is small compared to the absolute values of �D

in precipitation and the magnitudes of sensitivities to be investigated in this paper. The difference between

the nudged and the free-running simulation will thus be ignored in the discussion of the results.

1. STOT: Isotope fractionation during evaporation from the oceanmarks the first phase change of water enter-

ing the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle. The impact of the fractionation processes 3–5

acting on atmospheric water vapor after evaporation from the ocean is quantified by the sensitivity STOT.

From a Lagrangian perspective, the exact STOT,exact, i of water vapor with �Di in a specific air parcel i sums

up the changes of �D along the air parcel’s trajectory after export from the marine boundary layer, where

the isotopic composition of the air parcel was �DMBL, i : STOT,exact, i = �Di − �DMBL, i . Similar to this, STOT,exact, i
of a precipitation sample quantifies the changes of �D along the trajectory of the precipitating air parcel

superimposed by the additional fractionation during the final formation of the sampled precipitation. For

determining theaverage STOT,exact of a simulation, itwouldbenecessary to calculate anextensive set of back-

ward trajectories because �DMBL, i for each air parcelwould beneeded. For reasons of simplicity andbecause

variations of �DMBL, i are relatively small (Benetti et al., 2014; Pfahl & Wernli, 2009; Steen-Larsen et al., 2014)

compared to STOT in central Europe, we do not explicitly consider variations of �DMBL, i . Instead, we assume

a constant �DMBL = −90‰, which is a typical model value of water vapor in the marine boundary layer at

about 50∘N (Figure 3). To determine STOT, we then calculate differences between the �D of precipitation or

water vapor from EXP2 and �DMBL: STOT = (δD from EXP2) − �DMBL.

2. SSST: To assess the sensitivity of the modeled �D to conditions at the ocean surface (SSST), we decreased sea

surface temperature (SST) by 3 K in the model run EXP3. The lower SST changed the strength of isotope

fractionation during evaporation as well as moisture and energy fluxes at the ocean surface. In addition,

the changed moisture and energy fluxes from the ocean also led to altered climatic conditions over the

continent. SSST was derived as (�D from EXP3)−(�D from EXP2).

3. SET: Various processes in the soil and close to the ground influence �D of moisture from continental

evapotranspiration (�DET) and consequently the �D of atmospheric water (see supporting information).

To quantify the impact of continental evapotranspiration on atmospheric �D, we performed the sensi-

tivity run EXP4, in which the effect of continental evapotranspiration on atmospheric �D was turned off

by setting �DET to �Dvapor of the lowest atmospheric model level (SET = (�D from EXP2)−(�D from EXP4)).

The strength of surface fluxes is not affected by this change.

4. SSC: To assess the impact of subcloud processes, we performed themodel run EXP5. Rain evaporation rates

(E) in COSMO are parametrized based on saturation humidity with respect to liquid water (qsat), specific

humidity (qv), and a semiempirical function F of rain content (qr). In COSMOiso, the HDO mass exchange
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Table 1

Model Runs and Derived Sensitivities

Name of model run Description

EXP1 Reference run from 2010 to 2014 (section 2.1.2);

horizontal wind fields above 850 hPa nudged to ECHAM-wiso “reanalysis”

EXP2 Same setup as in EXP1 but

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

EXP3 SST decreased by 3 K;

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

EXP4 No impact of continental evapotranspiration on �D;

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

EXP5 No impact of subcloud processes on �D;

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

EXP6 No impacts of continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes on �D;

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

EXP7 �D at lateral model boundaries decreased by 10‰;

from 2000 to 2014 and without nudged wind fields

Derived sensitivities Description

STOT Sensitivity of the modeled �D to continental evapotranspiration,

rainout, and subcloud processes:

(�D from EXP2) − �DMBL (with �DMBL = −90‰).

SSST Sensitivity of the modeled �D to a 3 K lower sea surface temperature:

EXP3 − EXP2.

SET Sensitivity of the modeled �D to continental evapotranspiration:

EXP2−EXP4.

SSC Sensitivity of the modeled �D to subcloud processes:

EXP2−EXP5.

SET+SC Sensitivity of the modeled �D to continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes:

EXP2 − EXP6.

SR Sensitivity of the modeled �D to rainout:

STOT − SET+SC = (�D from EXP6) − δDMBL (with �DMBL = −90‰).

SB Sensitivity of the modeled �D to a changed �D at the lateral model boundaries:

EXP2−EXP7.

rate between rain drops and water vapor (HDOE) is calculated following Stewart (1975), who suggested a

parametrization based on the isotope abundances in qr and qv (for details see Pfahl et al., 2012):

H2OE = F(H2Oqr)
(

qsat −
H2O qv

)

(1)

HDOE = F(H2Oqr)

(

HDOD
H2OD

)0.58 (

�eqsat

HDOqr
H2Oqr

−HDOqv

)

(2)

HDOD and H2OD are the isotope diffusivities, and �e is the isotope fractionation factor for equilibrium

conditions. The rightmost term in equation (2) depends on the gradient between isotope abundances in qr
and qv. It forces rain and the surrounding water vapor to isotopically equilibrate and may result in signifi-

cant HDOE even in the case of a vanishing H2OE. For determining the impact of subcloud processes, we used

the approach of (3) and suppressed the effect of subcloud processes on �D in themodel run EXP5. We then

interpret SSC = (�D from EXP2) − (�D from EXP5) as sensitivity of the modeled �D to subcloud processes.

To this end, we set HDOE = H2OE ⋅
HDOqr
H2Oqr

in EXP5. This means that qr is still affected by rain evaporation but the

�D of rain is not changed anymore subsequent to the formation of rain. For water vapor, this means that
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of the modeled �D in precipitation to spectral nudging and boundary data. (a and b) Mean
differences between a model run with spectral nudging of wind fields (EXP1) and a model run without nudging (EXP2)
for December-January-February (DJF)/June-July-August (JJA) from 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2014. Hatched areas:
significant difference (mean difference greater than two standard deviations of monthly means divided by square root
of number of months). (c and d) Sensitivity to a change of �D of water vapor at the lateral model boundaries
by 10‰ (SB) for DJF and JJA. White pixels: modeled precipitation amount is smaller than 1 mm/month for more than
80% of the used months.

isotopic equilibration with precipitation is turned off. However, the admixture of moisture from rain evap-

oration still has an effect on �Dvapor. For the reason of mass conservation in themodel this remaining effect

on �Dvapor cannot be completely eliminated.

5. SR: The general relation between �D in precipitation and temperature (Dansgaard, 1964) demonstrates the

important impact of rainout on �D of atmospheric water. For determining the sensitivity of �D to rainout,

we do not apply the approach of (3) and (4) because turning off the effect of rainout on �Dwould strongly

change the effects of continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes, which both depend on real-

istic �D fields. Instead, we quantified the impact of simultaneously acting continental evapotranspiration

and subcloud processes on �D by means of the model run EXP6, in which we switched off the effects of

continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes on �D: SET+SC = (�D from EXP2) − (�D from EXP6).

In EXP6 themodeled �D only reflects the fractionation during evaporation from the ocean and subsequent

changes of �Ddue to rainout as well as a potential redistribution of �D values by air massmixing. The redis-

tribution of �D from air mass mixing only occurs in the case of inhomogeneous �D fields, which, in turn,

are mainly caused by rainout. For this reason, we subsume both the direct fractionation effect during rain-

out and the indirect mixing effect under the term “rainout.” To derive the sensitivity of �D to rainout, we

subtracted SET+SC, which considers the impacts of continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes

on �D, from STOT, which considers the impacts of continental evapotranspiration, subcloud processes, and

rainout on �D: SR = STOT − SET+SC.

6. SB: For quantifying the sensitivity of the modeled �D to �D provided by ECHAM-wiso at the lateral bound-

aries (SB), we shifted �D at the lateral model boundaries in EXP7 by −10‰. SB = (�D from EXP2) −

(�D fromEXP7) of �D inprecipitation forDecember-January-February (DJF)/June-July-August (JJA) is shown

in Figure 2c/2d. SB is highest in North America, where most air masses enter the model domain. Moisture

uptake from the Atlantic during the westward transport of air masses results in a rapid decrease of SB. SB of

�D in central European precipitation to the 10‰ change at the boundaries is about 2‰/3‰ for DJF/JJA.

The sensitivity to boundary data may result in an underestimation of the sensitivities SSST, SET, SSC, and

SET+SC, which reflect the impactof specific changesonlywithin theCOSMOisomodeldomain. For sensitivities

mainly determined by locally acting processes such as SSC of �D in precipitation or SET of �D of near-surface

water vapor, a respective underestimation is likely to be small. However, sensitivities, which reflect changes

of large scale fields such as SSST, could be underestimated by a factor of about (1+
SB

10‰
) as changes of �D at

themodel boundaries from a globally changed SST are not considered. For this reason, we always consider

the SB when interpreting the sensitivities.
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Figure 3. COSMOiso simulation of �DM,vapor of water vapor at 49
∘N in

winters (December-January-February) from 2010 to 2014 (EXP1). Contour
lines: humidity (g/kg); dark gray star: measurement site for the in situ
observations of �D of near-surface water vapor and the ground-based
remote sensing observations of �D; light gray star: altitude level around
which the ground-based remote sensing observations of �D is most
sensitive. Lower panel: modeled �DM,PRC in precipitation along
the transect.

Table 1 gives an overview of the different model runs and of the derived

sensitivities. Please note that EXP3 and SSST refer to a scenario with

changed climatic conditions, whereas in the other sensitivity runs only

isotope fractionation differs.

2.2. Observations of �D
2.2.1. Precipitation

For comparing the COSMOiso simulations with observations of �D in pre-

cipitation, we used data from the GNIP database. Within this network

monthly accumulated precipitation samples are collected at different sta-

tions and subsequently analyzed in the laboratory with respect to their

isotopic composition. The correspondingmeasurement uncertainty of �D

is typically smaller than1‰.For the simulationperiod from1 January 2010

to 31 December 2014 and the used model domain of COSMOiso, monthly

�D observations from 84 GNIP stations were available. Locations of these

stations are shown in Figure 1.

2.2.2. Ground-Based In Situ Measurements

For validating characteristics of the modeled near-surface water vapor,

we used continuous measurements of specific humidity (q) and �D of

water vapor 28 m above the ground level (agl) in Karlsruhe in central

Europe (49.10∘N, 8.44∘E, 110 m above sea level) from 12 January 2012

to 10 May 2013. In Figure 1 this location is indicated by the gray star.

The measurements were performed with a Picarro water isotopologue analyzer L2120-i. The observations

have a temporal resolution of 0.6 Hz, a �D measurement accuracy smaller than 1‰, and an additional ran-

dom �Dmeasurement uncertainty, which for 3-hourly averages is also smaller than 1‰. Measurements of q

were calibrated against observations of a nearby meteorological tower, which also provides measurements

of 2 m temperature. A more detailed characterization of the Picarro isotopologue analyzer and a description

of the installation and applied calibration procedures are given in Christner et al. (2017).

2.2.3. Ground-Based Remote Sensing Observations

In this study, we use ground-based Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) observations (v2015, Type 2, Barthlott

et al., 2017) of lower tropospheric q and �D from a NDACC station (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric

Composition Change) at Karlsruhe from 17 April 2010 to 15 December 2014. For this time period, 1,756 mea-

surements from425different days are available, with the duration of a single FTIRmeasurement being 10min.
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Figure 4. Typical logarithmic averaging kernel for the �D proxy
state 2.6 km above ground level as retrieved from the ground-based
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition
Change/FTIR spectra in Karlsruhe. The graph displays the altitude
regions that mainly contribute to the retrieved �D. Red line:
Kernel-weighted altitude.

The remote sensing retrievals have been made in the context of the project

MUSICA, for which Schneider et al. (2016) give a compact overview. From the

midinfrared spectra measured by the NDACC and used for the MUSICA process-

ing the �D at different altitudes can be retrieved. For the sake of simplicity, we

only use retrievals of �D around an altitude of 2.6 km agl (Figure 4), which are

well representative for the lower troposphere below 3.5 km. The remote sensing

observations were empirically validated against airborne in situ measurements

and therefore have a well-characterized measurement uncertainty (Schneider

et al., 2016). In the lower and middle troposphere random measurement uncer-

tainty ofq/�Dof the remote sensingobservations is estimated tobe±2%/±25‰.

The respectivemeasurement bias of free tropospheric q and �D falls between−6

and +10% for q and between −25 and +5‰ for �D. The remote sensing obser-

vations are unevenly distributed in time and, being based on solar absorption

spectra, limited to daytime and cloud free conditions. For comparing the remote

sensing observations with the 3-hourly model output of COSMOiso, we excluded

model datawithout anobservationwithin±1.5 h. In the case that therewasmore

than one observationwithin±1.5 h, we only used the observation closest in time

to themodel output. To account for the sensitivity of the remote sensingobserva-

tions to �D at different altitudes, we applied the averaging kernels of the remote

sensing observations also to themodel data. A typical averaging kernel is shown

in Figure 4, indicating that values retrieved for 2.6 km mainly reflect the atmo-

spheric q and �D state in the lower troposphere between a few hundred meters
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above ground level and about 3.5 km agl. The matrix elements �lnx̂/�lnx of the averaging kernel matrix A

characterize the retrieval product and quantify changes of the retrieved concentration x̂ for changes of the

actual atmospheric concentration x according to

(lnx̂ − lnxa) = A(lnx − lnxa), (3)

whereby xa is the a priori concentration profile, which a retrieval is constrained to, and x̂, x, and xa are vectors

with 3 × 28 entries denoting the retrieved, the actual, and the a priori concentrations of H16
2
O, HD16O, and

H18
2
O at 28 altitude levels between 0 and 55 km (for a detailed description of the MUSICA NDACC/FTIR data

products and recipes ensuring their correct application please see Barthlott et al., 2017). Note that also H18
2
O

is retrieved to account for cross dependency of retrieved concentrations of H16
2 O and HD16O on H18

2 O. For

applying A to the modeled concentrations (m) of H16
2
O, HD16O, and H18

2
O , we first linearly interpolated the

model state vectorm to the altitude level scheme used for the state vector (and A). For altitudes above the

model top layer at 21.5 km,we used the isotope concentrations of xa also form. We then derived the vertically

smoothed m̂ according to

m̂ = exp[A(lnm − lnxa) + lnxa]. (4)

The entries of m̂ can be directly compared with the entries of x̂.

3. Comparison of COSMOiso Simulations With Multiplatform �D Observations

Figure 3 shows the modeled winter mean �D of water vapor over Europe (2010–2014) along a longitudinal

cross section at 49∘N. Thewell-known rainout-induced climatological vertical and continental gradients in �D

are clearly visible in the figure. �D is highest in the freshly evaporated water vapor in the marine boundary

layer and decreases with altitude by about 50‰/km as expected from the colder temperature and the high

degree of rainout. A clear longitudinal gradient of �D is visible over Europe, reflecting the increasing degree

of rainout of air masses over the continent with distance to the coast. Because �D in precipitation depends

on the �D of the water vapor which it is formed from, also the modeled �D in precipitation (�DM,PRC) shows

this well-known continental effect (lower panel in Figure 3). In addition to the continental effect, the latitude

effect and the altitude effect are illustrated (Figure 5a) by the latitudinal gradient of �DM,PRC and the relatively

lowmodeled �DM,PRC values in mountainous regions such as the Alps (47∘N, 10∘E).

In this section, we compare the COSMOiso simulations with observations to quantitatively evaluate the mod-

eled �D. To this end, we first validate �DM,PRC in European precipitation. Subsequent to this, we validate �D

in central Europe, based on data from a station with simultaneous observations of �D in precipitation, �D of

water vapor around 2.6 km agl, and �D in continental near-surface water vapor. Figures 1 and 3 show the

respective sampling locations.

3.1. �D in Precipitation

Figures 5a and 5b showmodel-data comparisons for European �DPRC during winters (DJF) and summers (JJA)

from 2010 to 2014. In the following, we use the subscripts O and M to indicate if a variable refers to obser-

vations or model output, respectively. For both seasons, the modeled �DM,PRC shows the continental effect,

the latitude effect, and the altitude effect, with the continental �DM,PRC being generally lowest in DJF. These

characteristics are in good agreement with the observed �DO,PRC at GNIP stations. In particular in winter, the

agreement with continental as well as with most coastal GNIP stations is good. In summer, the agreement is

best for western Europe, whereas �DM,PRC east of 5
∘E tends to showmoderate high biases of about 10 to 20‰.

Figure 5c shows the comparison between the monthly �DM,PRC and �DO,PRC from all European GNIP stations

with data available between 2010 and 2014. The color code in Figure 5c depicts themodeled air temperatures

2 m agl (TM,2m) at the respective GNIP stations and again illustrates the close relation between air tempera-

ture and �D. Note that monthly air temperature in central Europe is closely related to season. For this reason,

reproducing the temperature dependence of �D in the model means reproducing the seasonality of �D, and

vice versa. A high squared correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.67 demonstrates that COSMOiso is not only able to

capture the climatological seasonal characteristics of �DO,PRC (Figure 5a/5b) but also themonthly �DO,PRC dur-

ing individual months and years. The average difference between monthly �DM,PRC and �DO,PRC is +3‰with

a standard deviation of differences between �DM,PRC and �DO,PRC of 19‰. Measurement uncertainty related

to the analysis of �D in precipitation samples is smaller than ±1‰ and can only explain a small part of the

scatter. More important sources of uncertaintymay be sampling errors and limited spatial representativeness
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Figure 5. �D in European precipitation from 2010 to 2014. (a) Model-data comparison with Global Network of Isotopes
in Precipitation (GNIP) data for December-January-February (DJF). Colored area: mean modeled �D in precipitation;
colored dots: GNIP observations (only stations with data from at least 10 winter months are included in this figure to
assure representativeness for the modeled time period. (b) Same as (a) but for June-July-August (JJA) and on a different
color scale. White pixels: modeled precipitation amount is smaller than 1 mm/month for more than 80% of the used
months. (c) Model-data comparison with all European GNIP observations from 2010 to 2014 (R2 = 0.67). Each dot
represents �D at one GNIP station from a single month. Color: TM,2m at the corresponding GNIP station; gray dashed line:
1:1; gray dots: data from Karlsruhe (blue edge: DJF and red edge: JJA); black squares: means for Karlsruhe for DJF/JJA.
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of GNIP stations, in particular inmountainous regions. Another important part of the scatter between �DM,PRC

and �DO,PRC is likely to be caused by uncertainty of the modeled �DM,PRC. Note that this model uncertainty

may result from both model physics and errors in the representation of the meteorological situation due to

the imperfect nudging scheme. In addition to the scatter between �DM,PRC and �DO,PRC, we find a high bias of

+8±1‰for �DM,PRC during JJA. The �DM,PRC during DJF differs from the observations by only−4±1‰. In the

following, we will refer to respective data from JJA and DJF by adding “JJA” or “DJF” to the index of a variable.

For Karlsruhe (49.10∘N, 8.44∘E) in central Europe the model bias of �DM,PRC,JJA/�DM,PRC,DJF is in the same order

of magnitude (+16± 2‰/−8± 5‰) as for the other GNIP stations. The reasons for these seasonally different

�DM,PRC biases will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4.

3.2. �D of Water Vapor in the Free Troposphere

Prerequisite for reliable simulations of �D is a reliable representation of atmospheric dynamics, temperature,

precipitation amount, and specific humidity (q) in the model. For consistently validating the modeled q and

�D of free tropospheric water vapor, we used ground-based remote sensing observations of q (qO,FT) and �D

(�DO,FT). For comparingqO,FT and �DO,FTwith themodel,we applied the averaging kernel of the remote sensing

observations (Figure 4) to the modeled qM,FT and �DM,FT (see section 2.2.3).

Figure 6a compares theCOSMOiso simulationwithqO,FT on a 3-hourly time scale. The R2 between log(qO,FT) and

log(qM,FT) is R
2 = 0.82 (0.75 on nonlogarithmic scale), demonstrating that COSMOiso is able to capture most

of the variations of qO,FT. The still existing moderate scatter between qO,FT and qM,FT can mainly be attributed

to uncertainty of the model as the random observational error of qO,FT is only 2%. Like for �DM,PRC, this model

uncertainty may result from model physics and/or the meteorology. More specifically, uncertainties in qM,FT

and �DM,FT may result fromerrors in the representation of the boundary layer height. In addition to the scatter,

qM,FT is on average 8% lower than qO,FT, which could be the consequence of a potential low bias of qM,FT or of

a potential observational high bias (Schneider et al., 2016, document the possibility of a bias between−6 and

+10%).

The �DO,FT is reproduced by COSMOiso with a R2 = 0.73 (Figure 6b). The standard deviation of differences

between �DM,FT and �DO,FT is 27‰. Considering the uncertainty of qM,FT discussed above, it is likely that part

of the scatter between �DM,FT and �DO,FT is caused bymodel uncertainty. The other part of the scatter is a con-

sequence of a random error of �DO,FT of about ±25‰. For determining the mean deviation between �DM,FT

and �DO,FT, we used weekly binned differences between �DM,FT and �DO,FT to account for an especially high

sample density during certain time periods. For this purpose, the time period of observations was split into

244 consecutive weekly bins, covering the �DO,FT from 17 April 2010 to 15 December 2014. The mean of the

binned differences between �DM,FT and �DO,FT is +30 ± 2‰ (±states the statistical uncertainty of the mean

difference). A high bias of �DM,FT would be in line with high biases of midtropospheric �D also suspected for

other models (Risi et al., 2012b; Werner et al., 2011) and could be caused by different model-related issues,

which are shortly discussed subsequently. Midtropospheric �D is especially sensitive to an overestimation

of diffusive or convective vertical transport in models (Field et al., 2014; Risi et al., 2012b). Such an overesti-

mation would increase the contribution of moisture from surface evaporation with relatively high �D to free

tropospheric water vapor. Furthermore, an overestimation of vertical transport might strengthen mixing of

dry andmoist air masses, which decouples �D and specific humidity from a relation expected for rainout and

generally increases the average �D. In addition, a high bias of �D at the lateral model boundaries, which for

ECHAM5-wiso could be on the order of 30‰ (Schneider et al., 2017; Werner et al., 2011), would result in a bias

of �DM,FT of about
SB

10‰
⋅30‰ = 0.29 ⋅30‰ = +9‰(for SB of water vapor in Karlsruhe at 2.6 km agl of 2.9‰).

On the other hand, the difference between �DM,FT and �DO,FT may also partly be caused by a potential low

bias of the remote sensing observations (between−25 and+5‰, according to Schneider et al., 2016) or may

even be completely explained by a bias of the observations if considering the confidence range of the obser-

vational bias. The last interpretation is supported by the comparison between qO,FT and qM,FT, since, because

of the generally positive relation between �D and q, it is unlikely to find a low bias of qM,FT and a high bias of

�DM,FT in the model. However, a clear attribution of the differences between �DM,FT and �DO,FT to a bias of the

model or the observations is not possible from this comparison. The differences between �DM,FT and �DO,FT

are similar for JJA and DJF:+24± 2‰and+35± 6‰, respectively. Therefore, the main conclusions from the

model-data comparisonwith remote sensing observations are that themodel realistically represents the vari-

ations of �D in the lower free troposphere (good correlation) and that a potential high bias of �DM,FT does not

strongly depend on temperature (similar differences for DJF and JJA).
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Figure 6. Specific humidity (q) and �D of water vapor around 2.6 km above ground level in Karlsruhe from 2010 to 2014.
Each dot represents one observation and the model output closest in time to the observation. Gray dashed lines: 1:1; red
dashed lines: possible model-data difference due to a potential observational bias according to Schneider et al. (2016);
black squares: averages for December-January-February and June-July-August, based on weekly binned differences
between qM,FT and qO,FT or �DM,FT and �DO,FT . (a) Model-data comparison with ground-based remote sensing
observations of q (R2 = 0.82). (b) Same as in (a) but for �D (R2 = 0.73). Contour lines: two-dimensional probability
distributions of the modeled and observed �D from December-January-February (blue)/June-July-August (red). The
different contour lines indicate probabilities of occurrence of 0.7, 0.5, and 0.3 (normalized to 1 at the maximum).

3.3. �D of Near-Surface Water Vapor

Specific humidity and near-surface temperature determine relative humidity at the ground level. Thereby,

they exert a major control on evaporation rates as well as on the strength of isotope fractionation during sur-

face evaporation. For evaluating themodeled �D of near-surface water vapor, we also validated themodeled

TM,2m in addition to specifichumidity. Figure 7 shows themodel-data comparisons for TM,2m,qM,SFC, and �DM,SFC

of near-surface water vapor with in situ measurements in Karlsruhe (TO,2m, qO,SFC, and �DO,SFC). To account for

the different temporal resolution of the 3-hourly model output and themuch higher time resolution of TO,2m,

qO,SFC, and �DO,SFC, we calculated 3-hourly arithmetic means from the measurements.

Figure 7a compares the modeled and observed T2m in Karlsruhe (R2 = 0.92) and illustrates the correspon-

dence between season and temperature. For summer, we find a small model bias of TM,2m,JJA in Karlsruhe of

−0.4 K. In winter, TM,2m,DJF has a slightly larger bias of −2.0 K. Consistent with the realistic TM,2m, the modeled
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Figure 7. T2m, specific humidity, and �D of near-surface water vapor in Karlsruhe from January 2012 to May 2013.
Each dot represents a 3 h average of observations and the respective model output. Gray dashed lines: 1:1; black
squares: mean deviation between model and observation for December-January-February (DJF)/June-July-August (JJA).
(a) Model-data comparison for T2m (R2 = 0.92). The blue/red color indicates data from DJF/JJA. (b) Model-data
comparison for specific humidity (R2 = 0.85). (c) Model-data comparison for �D (R2 = 0.69). Color: TM,2m in Karlsruhe;
contour lines: two-dimensional probability distributions of the modeled and observed �D from DJF (blue)/JJA (red).
The different contour lines indicate probabilities of occurrence of 0.7, 0.5, and 0.3 (normalized to 1 at the maximum).
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qM,SFC also is in good agreement with the observed qO,SFC (Figure 7b). We find a R2 = 0.85 between log(qM,SFC)

and log(qO,SFC) (0.83 on nonlogarithmic scale) and a small bias of qM,SFC of −4%.

Figure 7c shows the comparison of �DM,SFC and �DO,SFC. Considering a measurement uncertainty of �DO,SFC

smaller than±1‰, the standard deviation of differences between �DM,SFC and �DO,SFC of 20‰ canmainly be

attributed to uncertainty of themodel. For summer, the �DM,SFC,JJA values are on average+2±1‰higher than

�DO,SFC,JJA. The �DM,SFC,DJF values are biased by+8±1‰. In comparison to the values of �DM,SFC, the biases are

relatively small, implying a realistic implementationof themost important processes controlling the �DM,SFC in

Karlsruhe. In spite of the higher quality of observations, the scatter is slightly larger for near-surface compared

to free atmospheric data, whichmay be due to local effects such as surface heterogeneity, which would need

higher horizontal grid resolution to be correctly represented.

3.4. Summary of Comparisons

COSMOiso is capable of realistically reproducing most of the spatial and seasonal characteristics of �DO,PRC as

well as the variations of �D that were captured by the different multiplatform observations. We found the

model biases of �DM,FT, �DM,SFC, and �DM,PRC to be mostly positive but relatively small in comparison to the

absolute �D values of water vapor or precipitation. In addition, the biases were almost independent of tem-

perature. Together, these findings imply a reliable representation and interplay of themost important isotope

fractionation processes in COSMOiso and justify the application of this model for characterizing the impacts

of different isotope effects, which are presented in the next section.

4. Sensitivities to Different Processes

In this section, we employ COSMOiso to characterize impacts of the most important fractionation processes

controlling the �Dof atmosphericwater in Europe. To this end,wefirst analyze the sensitivities of theEuropean

�DM,PRC to conditions at the ocean surface and different isotope fractionation processes. In a second step, the

sensitivity study is complemented by sensitivity estimates of �DM,FT and �DM,SFC in Karlsruhe (central Europe).

4.1. Sensitivities of European �DM,PRC

Figure 8 shows the sensitivities of �DM,PRC to the total isotope fractionation impacting atmospheric water

(STOT), rainout (SR), continental evapotranspiration (SET), subcloud processes (SSC), and conditions over the

ocean (SSST). For identifying the seasonality of sensitivities, the figure distinguishes sensitivities for winter and

summer. A detailed definition of the sensitivities is given in section 2.1.3.

STOT gives the total impact of isotope fractionation processes relative to the mean isotopic composition of

water vapor in the marine boundary layer (�DMBL =−90‰). So STOT of �DM,PRC (Figure 8a/8b) shows the same

spatial patterns as �DM,PRC (Figure 5a/5b), with STOT being 90‰ higher than �DM,PRC. This results in positive

STOT in warmmarine regions, where �DM,PRC is less negative than �DMBL. Like �DM,PRC, STOT of �DM,PRC is strongly

temperature dependent and shows most negative values in winter.

The response of European �D in precipitation to slightly changed conditions at the marine moisture sources

is small as illustrated by the small SSST of �DM,PRC for a 3 K change of SST (Figure 8c/8f ). In winter, SSST,DJF of

European �DM,PRC is on the order of −10‰. SSST,JJA of �DM,PRC is close to 0.

STOT,DJF (Figure 8a) and SR,DJF (Figure 8d) of European �DM,PRC,DJF show similar spatial patterns, with longitudinal

gradients being larger for STOT,DJF. Because the impact of continental evapotranspiration on �DM,PRC,DJF (SET,DJF,

Figure 8g) is small, subcloudprocesses (SSC,DJF, Figure 8i) are themajor driver of this differencebetween STOT,DJF
and SR,DJF. In marine regions, the interaction of precipitation with relatively enriched surface vapor causes

an enrichment of the precipitation and a depletion of the remaining vapor. This leads to positive values of

SSC,DJF over the ocean. However, due to the inland transport of the more depleted vapor, which serves as the

moisture source for precipitation further downstream, SSC,DJF changes sign over the continents (see also Field

et al., 2010).

In summer, STOT,JJA (Figure 8b) of �DM,PRC is more positive than in winter. Despite warmer temperatures and

higher specific humidity in summer, SR,JJA (Figure 8e) of central European �DM,PRC is very similar to SR,DJF in

winter (Figure 8d). This implies similar degrees of rainout of European lower tropospheric air masses in sum-

mer and in winter. The most important reason for the higher STOT,JJA in summer is the enhanced impact of

continental evapotranspiration (SET,JJA, Figure 8h). This effect almost overcompensates the continental gradi-

ent of SR,JJA. A second important reason is the impact of subcloud processes (SSC,JJA, Figure 8j), which further
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Figure 8. Sensitivities of the modeled �D in European precipitation to the total isotope fractionation acting on atmospheric water (a and b: STOT), rainout
(d and e: SR), continental evapotranspiration (g and h: SET), subcloud processes (i and j: SSC), and conditions over the ocean (c and f: SSST) for
December-January-February (DJF)/June-July-August (JJA) from 2000 to 2014. Gray star: multiplatform observations at Karlsruhe. Note that SSST is shown
on a different scale. White pixels: modeled precipitation amount is smaller than 1 mm/month for more than 80% of the used months.

increases �DM,PRC,JJA. The last finding is in line with sensitivity experiments by Field et al. (2010), who find post

condensation isotope exchange in Europe during summer to systematically enrich heavy isotopes in precipi-

tation, and a case study by Aemisegger et al. (2015), who investigated the role of subcloud processes during a

cold front passage in Zurich, Switzerland. In particular under warmer conditions, the European �D is therefore

far from being a pure rainout signal.

4.2. Sensitivities of �DM,FT and �DM,SFC in Central Europe

For investigating sensitivities of �D of water vapor, we use model results for Karlsruhe. For this location

realistic model values of lower tropospheric water vapor (�DM,FT) and continental near-surface water vapor

(�DM,SFC) are confirmedby themodel-data comparisons in section3. Figure 9 shows the respective sensitivities
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Figure 9. Sensitivities of �DM,PRC , �DM,FT , and �DM,SFC in Karlsruhe: impacts of the total isotope fractionation acting on
atmospheric water (STOT), conditions over the ocean (SSST), rainout (SR), continental evapotranspiration (SET), and
subcloud processes (SSC) on the modeled �D in Karlsruhe for December-January-February (DJF) (blue)/June-July-August
(JJA) (red) from 2000 to 2014. Thin light blue and light red bars depict the sums of SR, SET , and SSC . Dashed lines: mean
deviation between the modeled and observed �D in Karlsruhe; attached numbers give the sum of statistical uncertainty
of a model-data comparison and the possible model-data difference caused by a potential observational bias.
(a) Impacts on �DM,PRC . The sensitivity of �DM,PRC to a 10‰ change of �D at the lateral model boundaries was
SB,DJF = 1.6‰/SB,JJA = 3.1‰. (b) Impacts on �DM,FT (SB,DJF = 2.4‰ / SB,JJA = 3.8‰). (c) Impacts on �DM,SFC
(SB,DJF = 1.4‰/SB,JJA = 2.8‰). GNIP = Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation.
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for winter (blue bars) and summer (red). For convenience, also sensitivities for �DM,PRC at Karlsruhe (Figure 9a)

are depicted, which are the same as the values marked by a gray star in the sensitivity maps (Figure 8).

As for �DM,PRC, STOT,DJF of �DM,FT (Figure 9b) and �DM,SFC (Figure 9c) in winter is more negative than STOT,JJA for

summer. The most important difference between STOT of precipitation and water vapor is the positive value

of STOT of �DM,PRC, which is a consequence of the additional fractionation during precipitation formation.

Consistent with SSST of �DM,PRC, SSST of �DM,FT and �DM,SFC has negative values. However, the seasonality of SSST
is different for �DM,PRC, �DM,FT, and �DM,SFC. Both the seasonality of SSST and the opposing seasonal response

of SSST found for �DM,PRC, �DM,FT, and �DM,SFC imply a nonlinear dependence of �D on ocean temperature and

underpin a complex interplay between different fractionation processes.

Inwinter, themagnitudes of STOT,DJF and SR,DJF are similar for �DM,PRC, �DM,FT, and �DM,SFC. This identifies rainout

as themost important fractionation process determining �D in central Europe inwinter. Superimposed to this

rainout effect is the effect of continental evapotranspiration (SET). �D of near-surface water vapor shows the

highest SET (Figure 9c): For �DM,SFC,DJF, SET,DJF is about 15‰,which is 26% of the respective value of STOT,DJF. For

�DM,PRC,DJF and �DM,FT,DJF (Figure 9a/b), SET,DJF is relatively small, implying a small contribution of continental

evapotranspiration to the moisture at higher altitudes and at the condensation level.

In summer, STOT,JJA of �DM,FT,JJA, �DM,SFC,JJA, and �DM,PRC,JJA in Karlsruhe is less negative than in winter. One

important reason for the higher STOT,JJA in summer is the enhanced impact of continental evapotranspiration.

A second reason, which is only important for STOT of water vapor (Figure 9b/9c) are less negative values of

SR,JJA. For �DM,PRC in Karlsruhe, SR,JJA and SR,DJF are similar (Figure 9a). An explanation for this different charac-

teristic of SR of �DM,PRC compared to SR of �DM,FT and �DM,SFC could be a link between rainy conditions and

relatively cold air masses with �D of water vapor being lower than the seasonal average in summer and rela-

tively warm andmoist air masses with �D of water vapor being higher than the seasonal average in winter. A

third reason for the differences between STOT,JJA and STOT,DJF, which is most relevant for precipitation and not

so strong for water vapor, is the enhanced impact of subcloud processes on �D: At Karlsruhe, SSC,JJA of �DM,PRC

accounts for 53% of the STOT,JJA of �DM,PRC.

4.3. Feedback Between Processes

Based on the different sensitivity runs, it is possible to quantify the feedback between different fractiona-

tion processes in the model. To this end, we summed up SR, SET, and SSC (thin light blue and light red bars

in Figure 9). We refer to these sums as STOT,SUM. In winter, STOT,SUM of �DM,PRC,DJF, �DM,FT,DJF, and �DM,SFC,DJF

closely resembles the respective STOT. This implies that in winter, feedbacks between the different fractiona-

tion processes in the model are small, which may be a result of the relatively small values of SET,DJF and SSC,DJF.

In summer, feedbacks between different fractionation processes are more relevant. For �DM,PRC,JJA, �DM,FT,JJA,

and �DM,SFC,JJA the STOT,JJA,SUM is 18‰, 5‰, and 13‰ more positive than the value of STOT,JJA. For �DM,PRC,JJA

(Figure 9a) this results in a STOT,JJA,SUM, which is 30%higher than STOT,JJA. Following thedefinitions of sensitivities

in Table 1 the difference between STOT and STOT,SUM can be written as

STOT − STOT,SUM

= STOT − SR − SET − SSC

= STOT − (STOT − SET+SC) − SET − SSC

= SET+SC − (SET + SSC)

(5)

According to the rearranged equation, the difference between STOT and STOT,SUM gives the deviation between

the sum of sensitivities from model runs, in which either the effect of continental evapotranspiration or the

effect of subcloud processes are turned off, and a model run, in which the effects of both processes are

turned off. Hence, in our framework, the negative values of STOT−STOT,SUM imply a negative feedback between

subcloud processes and continental evapotranspiration.

4.4. Attribution of Model Biases

Considering the findings from the sensitivity study, it is now possible to attribute the model biases of �D

(thin dashed lines in Figure 9) more clearly to specific fractionation processes:

1. European �DM,PRC,DJF closely agrees with observations (average difference of −4 ± 1‰). Given the small

sensitivities to continental evapotranspiration and subcloud processes, this implies a reliable modeled

�D of water vapor at the condensation level in winter. Furthermore, since the �D of water vapor around
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the condensation level is strongly controlledby theoverall effect of rainout alonganair parcel trajectory, the

goodagreementbetween �DM,PRC,DJF and �DO,PRC,DJF provides confidence in themodel’s ability to reproduce

this process. However, compensating model uncertainty such as a high bias of �DM,vapor and, for example,

a too high condensation level with consequently lower �D cannot be completely ruled out in this study.

2. Because of a relatively large potential systematic uncertainty of the remote sensing measurements, it is

not possible to accurately quantify the bias of �DM,FT. However, the similar differences between �DM,FT and

�DO,FT under cold and warm conditions imply a realistic temperature dependence of �DM,FT. Together with

(1), which for cold conditions implies a reliable representation of �Dat the condensation level, this points to

a reliable representation of �D at the condensation level also for warm conditions. A larger bias of �DM,FT,JJA,

however, would be possible in the case of different observational biases of �DO,FT,JJA and �DO,FT,DJF and could

be caused, for example, by too strong vertical mixing in the model.

3. In contrast to �DM,PRC,DJF, �DM,SFC,DJF shows a high bias of +8 ± 1‰. A likely reason for this bias is the

larger sensitivity of �DM,SFC to continental evapotranspiration, combinedwith uncertainty regardingmodel

assumptions about isotope fractionation during surface evaporation at temperatures around the freezing

point (Christner et al., 2017).

4. European �DM,PRC,JJA in summer is biased by+8±1‰(+16±2‰for Karlsruhe). Because the sensitivities of

�DM,PRC,JJA to the three different investigated fractionation processes are of similar magnitude, attributing

this bias to a certain process would hardly be possible with a model-data comparison focusing only on

precipitation. However, from the complementary multiplatform observations we conclude that �DM,SFC,JJA

agrees with �DO,SFC,JJA within +2 ± 1‰, ruling out significant uncertainty related to the �D of continental

evapotranspiration under warm conditions as a reason for the bias of �DM,PRC,JJA. In addition, finding (2)

implies a reliable �DM,FT around the condensation level under warm conditions. A likely explanation for

the bias of �DM,PRC,JJA is therefore an overestimation of the impact of subcloud processes in the model. As

the parameterization of subcloud processes in models is relatively uncertain (Gedzelman & Arnold, 1994;

Worden et al., 2007), an efficient way to reduce the bias of �DM,PRC,JJA could be to tune the parameterization

of subcloud processes to reduce SSC of �DM,PRC,JJA by 20% (−6‰). The effect of this tuning on �DM,PRC,DJF in

winter, �DM,FT, and �DM,SFC would be relatively small because of their smaller SSC.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we compared regional COSMOiso simulations of �D of water vapor in the lower free tropo-

sphere (�DM,FT), �D of near-surface water vapor (�DM,SFC), and �D in precipitation (�DM,PRC) withmultiplatform

�D observations from central Europe. The multiplatform observations include ground-based remote sens-

ing observations, ground-based in situ measurements, and GNIP data. COSMOiso is able to reproduce the

observed variations of �DFT, �DSFC, and �DPRC with R2 = 0.73, R2 = 0.69, and R2 = 0.67, respectively. We find

the model biases of �DM,FT, �DM,SFC, and �DM,PRC to be almost independent of temperature and season, and

small compared to the respective �D values. Both the good correlation and the small biases of �D imply a reli-

able representation of the most important isotope fractionation processes for different temperature regimes

in the model over continental Europe.

By means of six sensitivity simulations, we disentangled the climatological impacts of rainout, continental

evapotranspiration, and subcloud processes on �DM,FT, �DM,SFC, and �DM,PRC in central Europe. In this way, we

identified a substantially different impact of these processes on the different types of �Dobservation. Because

of these different impacts, misrepresentation of one the investigated processes in the model would cause

differentbiaseswhencomparing themodel to thedifferent typesof �Dobservations. For this reason, thegood

agreement between themodeled �Dand thedifferent types of �Dobservations rules outmajor coincidentally

compensating model biases and further confirms a reliable model description of the fractionation processes

that are most important for simulating �DM,FT, �DM,SFC, and �DM,PRC.

The impacts of the different fractionation processes on �D strongly depend on the season. In winter, when

continental temperature gradients are largest, rainout is the controlling fractionation process for the inves-

tigated �D observations. For �DM,SFC,DJF, the effect of rainout on �D is partly compensated by the effect

of moisture uptake from continental evapotranspiration. Because of the high sensitivity of �DM,SFC,DJF to

continental evapotranspiration, COSMOiso could be used for investigating uncertain isotope fractionation

processes during surface evaporation at temperatures around the freezing point (Christner et al., 2017) in

future studies.
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For summer, we found a smaller relative impact of rainout on �D than for cold conditions. For the investigated

�Dobservations, the impact of rainout in summer is superimposedby the impact of continental evapotranspi-

ration, which is on the same order of magnitude. In future studies, this strong signal from evapotranspiration

could be used for investigating isotope fractionation during soil evaporation (e.g., Aemisegger et al., 2014).

In addition to the impact of evapotranspiration, we find �DM,PRC,JJA under warm condition to be very sensitive

to subcloud processes, which is in line with earlier model experiments by Field et al. (2010) and Aemisegger

et al. (2015). In combination the results point to an overestimation of these subcloud processes in COSMOiso

by about 20%. This number, however, strongly depends on a potential model bias of �D at the condensation

level. In order to further constrain such a model bias, very accurate observations of �D at the condensation

level would be required. For this reason, more aircraft campaigns such as performed by Dyroff et al. (2015),

Herman et al. (2014), and Sodemann et al. (2017) would be a very desirable and efficient measure for better

constraining the observational biases of existing remote sensing measurements of �D.

Considering the different temperature dependencies of the investigated fractionation processes, the domi-

nant control mechanisms of �D in precipitation over Europe strongly depends on climatic conditions. As also

demonstrated by a sensitivity run with 3 K lower SST, showing a different response of �D in different regions

and seasons, variations of isotope ratios in paleorecords from Europe may therefore not be interpreted only

in terms of temperature changes. For present-day conditions, we successfully quantified the role of the most

important fractionation processes determining isotope ratios in central Europe. In a similar way, the validated

COSMOiso will be used for paleosimulations in future studies, allowing for a comprehensive interpretation of

isotope records from Europe.
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